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I have always had a passion for my City & my Country; I don’t want to see the heritage of this magnificent City disappear as is happening all over our land in the name of Multiculturalism. I want us to invest into our own culture; a culture that is rich in history.

Liverpool is renowned for its vibrant, artistic, musical & sporting talent. We are a City that is known world wide for its sense of humour, & outstanding friendliness. People of Liverpool have a phenomenal past to be proud of & the ultimate right to a great future!

peterquiggins.com  Liverpools.com

Electoral agent on behalf of himself - Peter Quiggins (Terry)

Let's Make St George's Day A Public Holiday!

We at focus a great party on St Patrick's Day but what about St George's Day. St George is the patron saint of England and April 23rd is It's St George's Day and time to celebrate our heritage, achievements and history. With much to do in history, which is the story of many in the world, this should be a recognized Bank Holiday celebration.

Call or visit our website today! 0207 242 1066
www.votenglish.org
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Think commonsense

Vote BNP

Dear Liverpool,

I was born and bred in Liverpool, in the Scotland Road area. I was raised with a silver spoon in my mouth, and had a normal state education. I am proud Liverpool, willing and able to speak up for the silent majority in our city.

I am a marketing consultant and I know how to promote a product, and the best product we have is the Liverpool itself, along with the wonderful people in the world.

I will oppose and oppose the Labour Party policy of forced mass immigration that is depleting Liverpool, and I will make sure that procedures return to the quality of service they deserve. I’ll always put local families first.

I will campaign for free parking in commercial areas of Liverpool to encourage shopping and invest in building our local economy to help provide jobs for local people.

Liverpool needs a strong leader who can be both honest and decisive with the task to make this great city even more dynamic, safe and prosperous. I am that man!

Mike Whitney

English & Proud

Paul Rimmer

I was born and bred in Liverpool. I was an accomplished boxer at Holy Name ABC and Cambridge University and achieved a first class degree in History and Politics before going on to work in both Finance and then Journalism. Being a devoted Christian and Catholic, I am NO STRANGER to hard work, dedication and sacrifice. I am a Christian who is not afraid to challenge the establishment on their mistakes. I am a fighter, in a world full of people, standing back our "enemies", John Lennon "We're". If you could bottle the Liverpool courage you'd be a millionaire.

I want to unlock the potential and lead a new Sistine renaissance. Our achievements in the Arts and Business are a spring board to a golden future. I believe in bringing "Power to the People" we can only our own deals and unite the same back in the Guardian.
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Vote BNP

Call 0844 809 4581

We support the British National Party all the way because I want to look at the difference it makes in our country. We need strong leadership to protect our national identity from the threat of Islam. (Revered Robert West)

3. We always vote for the British National Party because we want issues that are not safe to talk on. We want to see local councils on the ballot and we want to feel part of a caring British community again. (Penny McCarty, Pinner)
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TRIBUTE TO ANTHONY AT SLAVERY MUSEUM

Education centre named for victim

EXCLUSIVE
By GREG O'KEEFFE

A SECTION of Liverpool’s new International Slavery Museum is to be named after murdered black teenager Anthony Walker.

The hi-tech learning facility based at the award-winning venue will be called the Anthony Walker Centre, in memory of a 16-year-old Burton A-Level student who was killed in a racist attack in his hometown of Eastham in July 2005.

It is hoped it will provide a space for specially-crafted education sessions about the legacy of racial intolerance left behind by the transatlantic slave trade.

The project was announced at a press conference yesterday, following an exclusive video feature about the incident, which took place near McDonald’s Park and was carried out by thugs Michael Burton and his friends Paul Taylor and his brother, Chris Walker. Mr Walker’s mother, Sue Walker, said: “It’s great that the museum has decided to make use of all of Anthony Walker’s life and story. It would be incredibly poignant.

“I have been lucky enough to have a preview of the museum and believe it is an incredibly vital heritage resource. It’s essential we make sure that the story is told better and more robustly than before.

“It is the goal behind the dedication of the centre established in Anthony’s name and the museum itself.”

The National Slavery Museum will open in Liverpool on August 26 - Slavery Reformation Day - a day that commemorates the uprisings of enslaved Africans on the slave ships of the TransAtlantic Triangle, Haiti and the Americas.

REMEMBERED: An education centre at the new slavery museum will be named after murder victim Anthony Walker

Read more: liverpool Echo
‘Do no let my son’s death be in vain’, Gee Walker, 23 August 2007, message on chalkboard at International Slavery Museum
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Dr Richard Benjamin,
Head, International Slavery Museum
Dock Traffic Office,
Albert Dock,
Liverpool,
Merseyside,
L3 4AX.

T: +44 151 4784574
E: richard.benjamin@liverpoolmuseums.org.uk
W: http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/ism/